ELYSIAN DROP SENTINEL
(Product Code IA-GUA-L-071)
The Drop Sentinel has a more compact design to allow it to be accommodated within a Valkyrie AAC. The Sentinel also features integrated Grav-Chute mechanism to decelerate the Sentinel’s fall during the first stages of an aerial drop. Complete resin and plastic kit including a choice of weapons. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £18.00 (€30.00, US$35.00)

ELYSIAN DROP TROOP SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-001)
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ELYSIAN DROP TROOP SQUAD WITH GRAV-CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-002)
Price: £40.00 (€68.00, US$76.00)

ELYSIAN EQUIPMENT PACK
(Product Code IA-GUA-A-004)
Pack includes 10 Krak Grenades, 4 equipment pouches, 1 Medpack with Bionkit, 1 Medpack, 2 packed Demo Charges, 1 Demo Charge, 1 Heavy Boltor ammo box, 1 monocular, 1 missile tube, 4 large Equipment packs, 6 smaller equipment packs. Models Designed by Will Hayes. 
Price: £15.00 (€25.00, US$29.00)

ELYSIAN DROP ZONE EQUIPMENT
(Product Code IA-GUA-A-005)
Pack includes Drop Canister with a choice of Heavy Bolter or Mortar Interior, Drop Canister Grav Chute, 4 Landing Beacons and 1 Drop Zone Transponder. Models Designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.00 (€25.00, US$29.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-004)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with Officer, Medic, Melta Gun and Vox-caster. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-003)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with Officer, Medic, Melta Gun and Vox-caster. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £24.00 (€40.00, US$46.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND HQ
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-016)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad including Senior Officer, Medic, Plasma Gun and Vox-caster. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND HQ WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-013)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad including Senior Officer, Medic, Plasma Gun, Vox-caster and 5 Grav Chutes. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £24.00 (€40.00, US$46.00)

ELYSIAN MELTAGUN SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-010)
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ELYSIAN MELTAGUN SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-015)
Price: £24.00 (€40.00, US$46.00)

ELYSIAN MORTAR SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-008)
Price: £27.00 (€46.00, US$52.00)

ELYSIAN MORTAR SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-007)
Price: £31.00 (€52.00, US$59.00)

ELYSIAN MISSILE SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-012)
Price: £27.00 (€46.00, US$52.00)

ELYSIAN MISSILE SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-011)
Price: £31.00 (€52.00, US$59.00)

ELYSIAN SPECIAL WEAPON SQUAD
(FLAMERS AND DEMO CHARGE)
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-010)
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ELYSIAN SPECIAL WEAPON SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(FLAMERS AND DEMO CHARGE)
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-009)
Price: £24.00

ELYSIAN TROOP SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-002)
Complete resin and plastic kit including a choice of weapons.
Price: £18.00 (€30.00, US$35.00)

ELYSIAN TROOP SQUAD WITH GRAV-CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-001)
Price: £40.00 (€68.00, US$76.00)

ELYSIAN WEAPON PACK
(Product Code IA-GUA-A-003)
Price: £12.00 (€20.00, US$23.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-003)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Flamers, 1 demo charge and 10 Grav-Chutes. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £40.00 (€68.00, US$76.00)
ELYSIAN SNIPER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-006)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 snipers and 3 spotters.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £24.00 (€40.00, US$46.00)

ELYSIAN SNIPER SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-005)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 snipers, 3 spotters and 6 Grav Chutes.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £28.00 (€47.00, US$53.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDERS
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-004)
Tallarn Rough Riders sometimes make use of Mukaali as they are well adapted to arid environments. Complete resin kit.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Simon Egan.
Price: £16.00 (€26.00, US$31.00)

ELYSIAN HEAVY BOLTER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-018)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Heavy Bolters and a drop canister.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £30.00 (€50.00, US$57.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER SQUADRON
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-005)
Pack of 2 Mukaali Rough Riders and 1 Mukaali Rough Rider Commander.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Simon Egan.
Price: £14.00 (€23.00, US$28.00)

ULTRAMARINE TERMINATOR SHOULDER PADS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-001)
Replacement shoulder pads for the plastic Terminators depicting Ultramarines iconography.
Models designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.00 (€14.00, US$15.50)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 1
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-008)
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot.
Models designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £26.00 (€44.00, US$50.00)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 2
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-009)
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot.
Models designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £26.00 (€44.00, US$50.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 1
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-001)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-003)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 2
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-002)

SHAS'O R'MYR'S BATTLESUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-004)
Shas'o R'myr's personal Battlesuit, supreme commander of the T'au Sept Coalition on Taros.
Model sculpted by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ULTRAMARINE TERMINATOR SHOULDER PADS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-001)
Replacement shoulder pads for the plastic Terminators depicting Ultramarines iconography.
Models designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.00 (€14.00, US$15.50)

TIGER SHARK AX-1-0
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-004)
A heavily armed variant of the Tiger Shark the AX-1-0 mounts 2 large Railguns designed to tackle the heaviest armour that the Tau Empire may encounter. The AX-1-0 also carries 6 Seeker Missiles, a Markerlight turret, Missile Pods and 2 drone controlled Burst Cannons.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £125.00 (€210.00, US$240.00)

CHAOS DRAGON
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-007)
Massive resin model of a two headed Chaos Dragon. Can also be used to represent the special character Gairuch. The model stands approximately 280mm (11 inches) tall and 400mm (15.75 inches) wide.
Model sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £195.00 (€325.00, US$370.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDERS
Tallarn Rough Riders sometimes make use of Mukaali as they are well adapted to arid environments. Complete resin kit.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Simon Egan.
Price: £16.00 (€26.00, US$31.00)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot.
Models designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £26.00 (€44.00, US$50.00)

ELYSIAN HEAVY BOLTER SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-017)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Heavy Bolters, a drop canister and 6 Grav Chutes.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £34.00 (€58.00, US$65.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-004)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 1
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-001)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-003)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 2
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-002)

ELYSIAN SNIPER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-006)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 snipers and 3 spotters.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £24.00 (€40.00, US$46.00)

ELYSIAN SNIPER SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-005)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 snipers, 3 spotters and 6 Grav Chutes.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £28.00 (€47.00, US$53.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDERS
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-004)
Tallarn Rough Riders sometimes make use of Mukaali as they are well adapted to arid environments. Complete resin kit.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Simon Egan.
Price: £16.00 (€26.00, US$31.00)

ELYSIAN HEAVY BOLTER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-018)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Heavy Bolters and a drop canister.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £30.00 (€50.00, US$57.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER SQUADRON
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-005)
Pack of 2 Mukaali Rough Riders and 1 Mukaali Rough Rider Commander.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Simon Egan.
Price: £14.00 (€23.00, US$28.00)

ELYSIAN HEAVY BOLTER SQUAD WITH GRAV CHUTES
(Product Code IA-GUA-I-017)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Heavy Bolters, a drop canister and 6 Grav Chutes.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £34.00 (€58.00, US$65.00)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 1
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-001)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-003)

TALLARN MUKAALI ROUGH RIDER 2
(Product Code IA-TAL-R-002)

SHAS'O R'MYR'S BATTLESUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-004)
Shas'o R'myr's personal Battlesuit, supreme commander of the T'au Sept Coalition on Taros.
Model sculpted by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £20.00 (€34.00, US$38.00)

ULTRAMARINE TERMINATOR SHOULDER PADS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-001)
Replacement shoulder pads for the plastic Terminators depicting Ultramarines iconography.
Models designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.00 (€14.00, US$15.50)

TIGER SHARK AX-1-0
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-004)
A heavily armed variant of the Tiger Shark the AX-1-0 mounts 2 large Railguns designed to tackle the heaviest armour that the Tau Empire may encounter. The AX-1-0 also carries 6 Seeker Missiles, a Markerlight turret, Missile Pods and 2 drone controlled Burst Cannons.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £125.00 (€210.00, US$240.00)

CHAOS DRAGON
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-007)
Massive resin model of a two headed Chaos Dragon. Can also be used to represent the special character Gairuch. The model stands approximately 280mm (11 inches) tall and 400mm (15.75 inches) wide.
Model sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £195.00 (€325.00, US$370.00)